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Executive Summary

NATO and nations use simulation environments for various purposes, such as training, capability development, mission rehearsal and decision support in acquisition processes. Consequently, Modelling and Simulation (M&S) has become a critical capability for the alliance and its nations. M&S products are highly valuable resources and it is essential that M&S products, data and processes are conveniently accessible to a large number of users as often as possible. However, achieving interoperability between simulation systems and ensuring credibility of results currently requires large efforts with regards to time, personnel and budget.

Recent developments in cloud computing technology and service-oriented architectures offer opportunities to better utilize M&S capabilities in order to satisfy NATO critical needs. M&S as a Service (MSaaS) is a new concept that includes service orientation and the provision of M&S applications via the as-a-service model of cloud computing to enable more composable simulation environments that can be deployed and executed on-demand. The MSaaS paradigm supports stand-alone use as well as integration of multiple simulated and real systems into a unified cloud-based simulation environment whenever the need arises.

NATO MSG-136 (“Modelling and Simulation as a Service – Rapid deployment of interoperable and credible simulation environments”) investigated the new concept of MSaaS with the aim of providing the technical and organizational foundations to establish the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service within NATO and partner nations. The Allied Framework for M&S as a Service is the common approach of NATO and nations towards implementing MSaaS and is defined by the following documents:

- Operational Concept Document;
- Technical Reference Architecture (including service discovery, engineering process and experimentation documentation); and
- Governance Policies.

MSG-136 evaluated the MSaaS concept in various experiments. The experimentation results and initial operational applications demonstrate that MSaaS is capable of realizing the vision that M&S products, data and processes are conveniently accessible to a large number of users whenever and wherever needed. MSG-136 strongly recommends NATO and nations to advance and to promote the operational readiness of M&S as a Service, and to conduct required Science and Technology efforts to close current gaps.

This document describes the Operational Concept for the Allied Framework for MSaaS. The Operational Concept Document (OCD) describes the intended use, key capabilities and desired effects of the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service from a user’s perspective.
Document de définition opérationnelle (OCD) du cadre allié de M&S en tant que service
(STO-TR-MSG-136-Part-III)

Synthèse

L’OTAN et les pays membres utilisent les environnements de simulation à différentes fins, telles que la formation, le développement capacitaire, l’entraînement opérationnel et l’aide à la décision dans les processus d’acquisition. Par conséquent, la modélisation et simulation (M&S) est devenue une capacité cruciale pour l’Alliance et ses pays membres. Les produits de M&S sont des ressources extrêmement précieuses ; il est essentiel que les produits, données et procédés de M&S soient facilement accessibles à un grand nombre d’utilisateurs aussi fréquemment que possible. Toutefois, l’interopérabilité entre les systèmes de simulation et la crédibilité des résultats ne sont pas encore acquises et nécessitent beaucoup de temps, de personnel et d’argent.

Les évolutions récentes du cloud informatique et des architectures orientées service offrent l’occasion de mieux utiliser les capacités de M&S afin de répondre aux besoins cruciaux de l’OTAN. La M&S en tant que service (MSaaS) est un nouveau concept qui inclut l’orientation service et la fourniture d’applications de M&S via le modèle « en tant que service » du cloud informatique, dans le but de proposer des environnements de simulation plus faciles à composer et pouvant être déployés et exécutés à la demande. Le paradigme du MSaaS permet aussi bien une utilisation autonome que l’intégration de multiples systèmes simulés et réels au sein d’un environnement de simulation dans le cloud, chaque fois que le besoin s’en fait sentir.

Le MSG-136 de l’OTAN (« Modélisation et simulation en tant que service (MSaaS) – Déploiement rapide d’environnements de simulation crédibles et interopérables ») a étudié le nouveau concept de MSaaS afin de fournir les bases techniques et organisationnelles permettant d’établir le « cadre allié de M&S en tant que service » au sein de l’OTAN et des pays partenaires. Le cadre allié de M&S en tant que service est la démarche commune de l’OTAN et des pays visant à mettre en œuvre la MSaaS. Il est défini dans les documents suivant :

• Document de définition opérationnelle ;
• Architecture de référence technique (incluant la communication du service, le processus d’ingénierie et la documentation d’expérimentation) ; et
• Politiques de gouvernance.

Le MSG-136 a évalué le concept de MSaaS au moyen de diverses expériences. Les résultats d’expérimentation et les premières applications opérationnelles démontrent que la MSaaS est capable de rendre les produits, données et processus de M&S commodément accessibles à un grand nombre d’utilisateurs, quels que soient l’endroit et le moment où le besoin s’en fait sentir. Le MSG-136 recommande vivement à l’OTAN et aux pays membres de faire progresser et d’améliorer l’état de préparation opérationnelle de la M&S en tant que service et de mener les travaux de science et technologie requis pour combler les lacunes actuelles.

Ce document décrit le concept opérationnel du cadre allié de la MSaaS. Le document de définition opérationnelle (OCD) indique l’utilisation prévue, les capacités clés et les effets souhaités du cadre allié de M&S en tant que service, du point de vue de l’utilisateur.
Chapter 1 – INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND AND KEY DRIVERS

Emerging cloud computing technology and various NATO and National policies were the key drivers for the NATO Modelling and Simulation Group (NMSG) to investigate the potential effect for Modelling and Simulation. The NMSG Specialist Team MSG-131 conducted a one year study into “Modelling and Simulation as a Service (MSaaS): New Concepts and Service-Oriented Architectures” [1].

Based on a survey of existing MSaaS case studies, MSG-131 concluded that service-based approaches can contribute towards more efficient Modelling and Simulation (M&S). MSG-131 recommended that investigation of MSaaS should be conducted in more detail. This resulted in the establishment of Research Task Group MSG-136 (“Modelling and Simulation (M&S) as a Service (MSaaS) – Rapid deployment of interoperable and credible simulation environments”) with a 3-year program of work from 2014 to 2017.

NATO and Partners face challenges regarding training and exercises: current and future operations are multi-national in nature; the missions and the systems are becoming more complex and require more detailed preparation and rapid adaptation to changing circumstances. At the same time, opportunities for (live) training and exercises for distant partners are reduced due to complexity and available resources and limited time span between political decision making and mission execution.

Simulation has now become an essential tool to meet the needs of combined joint forces not only for training, but also for support to operations, mission rehearsal, procurement and capability developments.

Improvements in M&S technical capabilities and reduced costs will enable more effective use of these tools across nations and organizations. The MSG-136 research has developed the MSaaS Reference Architecture and procedures. Specific solutions and recommendations will be the baseline for an improved M&S capability for NATO and its Partners.

It is anticipated that future military capabilities, including training, mission planning and decision making will be provided through increased use of M&S. However, there are currently two main barriers which are the perceived cost and time taken to compose and develop simulation systems. Furthermore, limited credibility resulting from unknown validity and ad hoc processes is still a serious problem.

M&S products are highly valuable to NATO and military organizations, and it is essential that M&S products, data and processes are conveniently accessible to a large number of users as often as possible. Therefore, a new “M&S ecosystem” is required where M&S products can be more readily identified and accessed by a large number of users to meet their specific requirements. This “as a Service” paradigm has to support stand-alone use as well as integration of multiple simulated and real systems into a unified simulation environment whenever the need arises.

The combination of service-based approaches hereby referred to as “Modelling and Simulation as a Service” (MSaaS) is considered to be a very effective approach for composing next generation simulation systems. NATO MSG-136 was tasked to investigate, propose and evaluate standards, agreements, architectures, implementations, and cost-benefit analysis for incremental implementation of a permanently available, flexible, service-based eco-system to provide more cost effective availability of M&S products, data and processes to a large number of users on-demand.

The NATO M&S Master Plan [2] identified several gaps and defined five main objectives:

- Establish a Common Technical Framework;
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- Provide Coordination and Common Services;
- Develop Models and Simulations;
- Employ Simulations; and
- Incorporate Technological Advances.

The Allied Framework for MSaaS as defined by this document seeks to address these objectives. Regarding the use of M&S in support of military training the NATO M&S Gap Analysis Report [3] and the findings of NMSG ET-039 [4] detail these objectives in accordance with the NATO M&S Standards Profile (NMSSP) document [5].

1.2 PURPOSE OF THE OPERATIONAL CONCEPT DOCUMENT

The purpose of the Operational Concept Document (OCD) for the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service (MSaaS) is to inform relevant stakeholders how the framework will function in practice. The capabilities and key characteristics of the proposed framework are included in the operational concept as well as the interactions of the users.

The OCD provides a clear and concise documentation to the stakeholders, especially for reference and guidance for all parties, to ensure a common understanding of the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service. A clear understanding of how stakeholders will interact with the system and how they interact with each other with regards to the system is a crucial function of the OCD. Specifically, the main goals of the OCD are to enable the operational stakeholders to evolve knowledgeably from their current and inadequate operational situation to the new operational situation. It also serves as a platform for stakeholders to collaboratively adapt their understanding of the systems operation as new developments, requirements or challenges arise. Therefore, the OCD is written in the common language of all interested parties.

1.3 IDENTIFICATION

The framework described by this OCD is identified as follows:

- Name: Allied Framework for M&S as a Service
- Abbreviation: M&S as a Service (MSaaS)

1.4 DEFINITIONS

The Allied Framework for M&S as a Service is the common approach of NATO and Nations towards implementing MSaaS and is defined by the following documents:

- **Operational Concept Document (OCD):** The OCD describes the intended use, key capabilities and desired effects of the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service from a user’s perspective.

- **Technical Reference Architecture and Associated Volumes:** The Technical Reference Architecture describes the architectural building blocks and patterns for realizing MSaaS capabilities.

- **Governance Policies:** The MSaaS Governance Policies identify MSaaS stakeholders, their relationships and provide guidance for implementing and maintaining the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service as a persistent capability.

The documents mentioned above define the blueprint for individual organizations to implement MSaaS. However, specific implementations may be different for each organization.
This document uses key definitions as provided by the Allied M&S Publication (AMSP) on the “Allied Framework for Modelling and Simulation (MSaaS) Governance Policies”.

“An **M&S service** is a specific M&S-related capability delivered by a provider to one or more consumers according to well defined contracts including Service Level Agreements (SLA) and interfaces.” [6]

“**M&S as a Service (MSaaS)** is an enterprise-level approach for discovery, composition, execution and management of M&S services.” [6]

“An **MSaaS Implementation** is the specific realization of M&S as a Service by a certain organization as defined in the Operational Concept Document. An MSaaS Implementation includes both technical and organizational aspects.” [6]

“An **MSaaS Solution Architecture** is the architecture of a specific MSaaS implementation and is derived from the Operational Concept Document and the Technical Reference Architecture.” [6]
Chapter 2 – ALLIED FRAMEWORK FOR M&S AS A SERVICE

This chapter defines the vision of an Allied Framework for M&S as a Service. Based on the overarching vision of NATO and the NMSG, the MSaaS Vision Statement and Goals are derived. The Allied Framework for M&S as a Service is illustrated and an incremental implementation strategy is presented.

2.1 VISION STATEMENT AND MISSION

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Modelling and Simulation Master Plan (NMSMP) defines the following vision regarding M&S:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NMSMP Vision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Exploit M&amp;S to its full potential across NATO and the Nations to enhance both operational and cost effectiveness.” [2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The MSaaS Vision Statement defines from a user’s point of view the desired end-state of a future operational M&S environment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSaaS Vision Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S products, data and processes are conveniently accessible and available on-demand to all users in order to enhance operational effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 MSaaS GOALS

To achieve the MSaaS Vision Statement the following MSaaS goals are defined:

1) **To provide a framework that enables credible and effective M&S services**: MSaaS aims to provide a common, consistent, seamless and fit for purpose M&S capability to the user that is reusable and scalable in a distributed environment.

2) **To make M&S services available on-demand to a large number of users**: MSaaS aims to offer the users the ability to get timely access to services through scheduling and computing management. Users can dynamically provision computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage, as needed, automatically without requiring human interaction. Quick deployment of the customer solution is possible since the used services are already installed, configured and on-line.

3) **To make M&S Services available in an efficient and cost-effective way**: MSaaS aims to achieve convenient short set-up time and low maintenance costs for the community of users. MSaaS offers the service consumers the ability to increase efficiency by automating efforts.

4) **To provide the required level of agility to enable convenient and rapid integration of capabilities**: MSaaS offers the users the ability to evolve systems by rapid provisioning of resources, re-configuration, configuration management, deployment and migration of legacy systems. It is also tied to business dynamics of M&S that allow for the discovery and use of new services beyond the users’ current configuration.

2.3 OPERATIONAL CONCEPT OF THE ALLIED FRAMEWORK FOR MSaaS

The MSaaS Operational Concept Document (OCD) describes the intended use, key capabilities and desired effects of the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service from a user’s perspective.
The Allied Framework for M&S as a Service enables:

1) The community of users to discover new opportunities to train and to work together.

2) Users to enhance their operational effectiveness, saving costs and effort in the process. By pooling individual user’s requirements and bundling individual requests in larger procurement efforts, the position of buying authorities against industrial providers is strengthened.

3) M&S services that are readily available on-demand and deliver a choice of applications in a flexible and adaptive manner. It offers advantages over the existing stove-piped M&S paradigm in which the users are highly dependent on a limited amount of industry partners and subject matter experts.

The Allied Framework for MSaaS provides the linking element between M&S services that are provided by a community of stakeholders to be shared and the users that are actually utilizing these capabilities for their individual needs (see Figure 2-1).

![Figure 2-1: Operational Concept of the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service.](image)

The Allied Framework for MSaaS defines the user facing capabilities (Front-end) and underlying technical infrastructure (Back-end). The Front-end provides access to a large variety of M&S capabilities from which the users are able to select the services that best suit their requirements, and track the experiences and lessons learned of other users.

The users are able to discover, compose and execute M&S services through a Front-end (MSaaS Portal), which is the central access point that guides them through the process. The key activities supported by the Allied Framework for MSaaS and made available to the users through the MSaaS Portal (see Figure 2-1) are:
• **Discover:** To facilitate reuse of existing resources the Allied Framework for MSaaS provides a mechanism for users to search and discover M&S services and resources (e.g., data, services, models, federations, and scenarios). A registry is used to catalogue available content from NATO, nations, industry and academic organizations. This registry provides useful information on available services and assets in a manner that the user is able to assess their suitability to meet a particular requirement (i.e., user rating, requirements, simulation specific information, and verification and validation information). The registry also points to a repository (or owner) where that simulation service or asset is stored and can be obtained, including business model information (i.e., license fees, pay per use costs).

Figure 2-2 illustrates the concept of distributed registries being able to search and discover simulation assets from various different repositories (i.e., those from industry, academic, NATO or national organizations).

![Figure 2-2: Sharing of Registry Content Across Nations.](image)

• **Compose:** The Allied Framework for MSaaS provides the ability to compose discovered services to perform a given simulation use case. Initially it is envisaged that simulation services will be composed through existing simulation architectures and protocols and can be executed on-demand (i.e., with no set up time). In the longer term, distributed simulation technology will evolve, enabling further automation of discovery, composition and execution than is possible today.

• **Execute:** The Allied Framework for MSaaS provides the ability to deploy and execute the composed services automatically on a cloud-based or local computing infrastructure. The automated deployment and execution allows to exploit the benefits of cloud computing (e.g., scalability,
resilience). Once deployed and executed the M&S services can be accessed on-demand by a range of users (Live, Virtual, Constructive) directly through a simulator (e.g., a flight simulator consuming a weapon effects service), through a C2 system (e.g., embedded route planning functionality that utilizes a route planning service) or may be provided by a thin client or by a dedicated application (e.g., a decision support system utilizing various services like terrain data service, intelligence information service etc.). The execution services support a range of business models and are able to provide data relevant to those models (i.e., capture usage data for a pay per use business model).

The Allied Framework for MSaaS provides key elements for realizing the activities mentioned above and for achieving the overall MSaaS goals:

- **MSaaS Technical Reference Architecture**: The MSaaS Technical Reference Architecture provides the architectural foundation (i.e., metadata approaches, interoperability protocols, architectural building blocks and patterns) to enable the Allied Framework for MSaaS to provide Discovery, Composition and Execution of services. In addition, the MSaaS Technical Reference Architecture provides engineering processes and best practice guides for setting up service-based simulation environments.

- **MSaaS Process and Governance Policies**: Identifies MSaaS stakeholders and their relations and provides guidance for implementing and maintaining the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service. The MSaaS Governance Policies define the (long-term) governance of the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service, e.g., compliance criteria for new services joining the framework, guidelines and rules for specifying and documenting services, etc.

The Allied Framework for MSaaS is the linking element between service providers and users by providing a coherent and integrated capability with a technical Reference Architecture, recommendations and specifications for Discovery, Composition and Execution of Services and defines necessary processes and governance policies.

### 2.4 STAKEHOLDERS AND RELATIONSHIPS

This chapter provides an overview of the stakeholders of the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service and their individual relationships. The role definitions are aligned with the descriptions available in the NATO M&S Master Plan [2].

---

**Figure 2-3: Secure Registry Information Sharing.**

---
The MSaaS stakeholder roles that are identified in the Allied Framework for MSaaS are shown in Figure 2-4.

The stakeholders identified in Figure 2-4 represent generic roles that are required for implementing MSaaS as a persistent capability. Each nation or organization that implements MSaaS has to map these generic roles to its specific organizational structures. Depending on the actual organizational structures, it may be the case that some of the stakeholders identified in Figure 2-4 are actually represented by the same organizational entity.

At the top-level, Figure 2-4 distinguishes between Providers and Consumers. This is not a sharp distinction but is intended as a rough indication of whether a stakeholder is considered primarily as being a provider of services or a consumer of services. Note that Figure 2-4 does not show an organizational boundary. The purpose of a missing organizational boundary is to stress the flexibility and applicability of the concept. Depending on the actual organization the supplier role may be either outside or inside the organization. The front end covers the user-facing aspects of MSaaS, while the back end covers the procurement and development efforts to realize MSaaS.

The individual stakeholders are explained in the following sections.

2.4.1 Customer

The MSaaS Customer is a defence organization with an operational need (e.g., training, mission planning, acquisition), and is the budget holder. The Customer can include a NATO Nation/HQ/Agency or group of Nations or international entities.
2.4.2 Provider

In accordance with Customer SLAs the MSaaS Provider makes M&S products and services (including integrated services such as executable simulations) available to Users of the Allied Framework for MSaaS. The MSaaS Provider needs to manage and maintain a core set of services in order to meet SLAs. This will include the use of registry and discovery services to maintain visibility and availability of M&S products, either already owned by defence organizations or available from Suppliers through a license agreement, purchase order, another kind of a legal contract or agreement.

The MSaaS Provider is responsible for:

- Ensuring that M&S products and services have been formally verified by Suppliers;
- The composability and interoperability between M&S products and solutions; and
- Monitoring and measuring the usage of the MSaaS capabilities, and is responsible for billing according to license agreements.

The MSaaS Provider is not responsible for developing M&S products and solutions, and does not always own them.

2.4.3 User

The MSaaS User is the consumer of MSaaS products and services. The User may take responsibility for the composition of M&S products and services in accordance with Customer requirements.

There are different types of User that can be considered in the context of the Allied Framework for MSaaS. Examples of these can include:

- Operational End Users who define their capability needs to the Customer and who benefit from M&S products and services, e.g., primary training audience in Command Post Exercises (CPX) or Computer Assisted Exercises (CAX); and
- Simulation Operators who use MSaaS products and services to provide simulation capabilities and applications to the Operational End User, e.g., training center personnel and secondary training audience in a CPX/CAX.

In order to provide more clarification relevant to the examples given above the primary training audience would be a Command Post (CP) at the Brigade level. This audience consists of Commanders and Staff Officers who benefit from using simulated scenarios, e.g., to have an operational picture, to obtain orders, feedbacks and/or to receive events which they need to respond to. This audience is not responsible for the direct configuration of M&S products and solutions. The training center personnel are responsible for directly configuring the scenario aimed at training the Operational End User, by creating events and using models based on M&S products and solutions available from the Allied Framework for MSaaS. Furthermore, there could be other users of M&S products and solutions, such as a secondary training audience (e.g., role players) who configure or interact with constructive simulation tools to provide the behavior of lower level force units, e.g., squad, platoons.

The User (e.g., Operational End User) is responsible for providing data and feedback on performance and functionality of the Allied Framework for MSaaS to the Customer.

2.4.4 Supplier

MSaaS Suppliers develop and provide M&S products and solutions. This includes maintaining repositories of M&S products and making these available to MSaaS providers as part of the Allied Framework for
MSaaS either via a product procurement or license agreement. Examples of Suppliers include large defence contractors, small and medium enterprises and academic institutions, in addition to Government organizations.

2.5 RELATIONSHIPS

The MSaaS concept requires negotiation between Customers, Suppliers, Service Providers and Users.

2.5.1 Customers

The Customer will assist the User by capturing the capability needs based on the operational needs, and breaking these down in technical requirements.

The Customer needs to consider the use of MSaaS capabilities available from the Allied Framework for MSaaS, typically via a Service Level Agreement (SLA). Alternatively, the Customer may procure M&S products and solutions from Suppliers via a contract or license agreement, to be subsequently made available to Users as part of the Allied Framework for MSaaS.

The Customer will engage with Users to capture feedback on performance and functionality of the Allied Framework for MSaaS as part of verifying and validating M&S products and services.

2.5.2 Providers

Service Providers will engage with Suppliers to acquire and integrate M&S products in accordance with SLAs agreed with Customers. The resultant products and services will then be made available for composing services to Users who have been verified for access. Providers will engage with Users and Customers to capture any feedback on the deployment, integration and execution of M&S products and services, and where relevant provide information back to Suppliers.

2.5.3 Users

The User defines the capability needs to the Customer and will consume M&S products and services in accordance with the SLA between the Customer and the Service Provider. Following execution of the M&S products and services the User (e.g. Operational End User) shall inform the Customer on performance and functionality of the Allied Framework for MSaaS so that the Customer in conjunction with the Provider can verify and validate M&S products and services.

2.5.4 Suppliers

The Supplier will respond to requests from service Providers and Customers for the provision of M&S products and services. Any subsequent delivery of M&S products and services will require a contract or license agreement between the Supplier and service Provider/Customer. The Supplier will capture feedback from the service Provider on delivered M&S products and services.

2.5.5 Example of Interaction Between Stakeholders

The interaction between the various stakeholders is illustrated in the following example:

1) Consumer and User collect operational needs;

2) User states Capability Needs to Customer (e.g., requirements for simulation support for training and/or exercises);
3) Customer makes agreement about capabilities with Provider;
4) Provider deals with Supplier to service Customer cfm agreement and makes a contract with Supplier;
5) Customer deals with Supplier’s License agreement;
6) Provider opens / sets up Environment for User;
7) User does training/exercise in Simulation;
8) User provides feedback to Customer and Provider; and
9) Provider provides feedback to Supplier.

The above example is illustrative and does not cover situations that need special attention.

2.6 INTEROPERABILITY OF ALLIED AND NATIONAL MSaaS IMPLEMENTATIONS

It is assumed that multiple MSaaS implementations will exist:
- MSaaS implementation on NATO level;
- MSaaS implementations on national level;
- Mission-specific MSaaS implementations; and
- MSaaS implementations on different security levels (e.g., NATO UNCLASSIFIED, NATO SECRET).

The objective of the Allied Framework for MSaaS is to create interoperability between these implementations and to make sure that different MSaaS implementations can interoperate with each other.

2.7 APPLICATION AREAS AND EXAMPLE USE CASE

The Allied Framework for M&S as a Service supports all application areas as defined by the NATO Modelling and Simulation Master Plan [2]:
- Training (collective training, individual training);
- Support to Operations Planning;
- Capability Development;
- Mission Rehearsal; and
- Procurement/Acquisition.

Examples for these application areas and potentially involved stakeholders are given in Annex A.

Figure 2-5 is an example of general steps to implement an MSaaS operational concept in alignment with the Distributed Simulation Engineering and Execution Process (DSEEP). The example uses a training-oriented use case, but it is important to note that MSaaS is not limited to training but can be used for all application areas.
Discover Services:
- Activity 1.1 Specify and discover scenario.
- Activity 1.2 Define simulation requirements and discover services.

Compose Services:
- Activity 2.1 Design simulation environment.
- Activity 2.2 Compose services.

Execute Services:
- Activity 3.1 Deploy and execute a composition of services.
- Activity 3.2 Collect and analyze data.
- Activity 3.3 Save simulation environment for reuse.

A further description of the process and associated activities a user might execute is given in the following sections. For the following activities and use cases in Annex A, it is assumed that the following supporting services and infrastructure are available to the user:

- Availability of a registry with information about available M&S services and capabilities.
- Availability of a repository with access to the actual M&S services and capabilities.
- Availability of an MSaaS Portal as a central Front-end providing discovery, composition and execution services.
2.7.1 Initiate Event Planning

The first activity executed by a user is to initiate the event planning. This includes creating templates, etc. in the MSaaS Portal and assigning tasks to people.

Example Workflow:

1) User logs in to MSaaS Portal and creates a new event (including name, date, etc.). An event may be an exercise, an experiment, etc.
2) User assigns roles to persons (like event director, support staff, etc.).
3) User specifies event objectives.
4) User specifies a scenario. The user may choose from different options:
   a) Option A: Select scenario/vignette from a library.
   b) Option B: Select and adapt an existing scenario/vignette.
   c) Option C: Develop a new scenario/vignette.
5) User specifies event partners (e.g., other nations, organizations).

2.7.2 Discover Services

2.7.2.1 Activity 1.1: Specify and Discover Scenario

After the event was initiated the user needs to specify the scenario and (if possible) discover and select a scenario from a repository.

Example Workflow:

1) User specifies a scenario. The user may choose from different options:
   a) Option A: Select scenario/vignette from a library.
   b) Option B: Select and adapt an existing scenario/vignette.
   c) Option C: Develop a new scenario/vignette.

2.7.2.2 Activity 1.2: Define Simulation Requirements and Discover Services

After the event was initiated the user defines the simulation requirements (based on the original event objectives) and discovers appropriate services.

Example Workflow:

1) The user (e.g., a dedicated simulation engineer) logs in to the MSaaS Portal and specifies simulation requirements to achieve the event objectives.
2) User identifies required networks and connections (e.g., national networks, coalition networks).
3) User searches MSaaS Portal for available simulation services (local, remote). The set of services available to any specific user will be limited by various constraints (licenses, export regulations, etc.).

4) User discovers most appropriate services. The service descriptions available in the MSaaS Portal for each service include information about purpose of a service, runtime constraints, required input data, etc. of a service. As a service may be dependent on other services, the MSaaS Portal notifies the user of any such dependencies.

2.7.3 Compose Services

In this example the assumption is that the simulation design and all selected services are executable, interoperable, and composable and therefore require no iteration by the user or provider.

2.7.3.1 Activity 2.1: Design Simulation Environment

Once the user has defined the simulation requirements and discovered appropriate services for implementing the simulation environment, the simulation environment is designed and the services are composed to be executed together.

Example Workflow:

1) User selects services for the specific event and if required configures these services. An example for configuring a service is to enter the Order of Battle (ORBAT) that was initially described on a set of PowerPoint slides into an ORBAT service.

2) The user stores all configuration items (services, versions, configuration data, additional datasets, etc.) in the MSaaS Portal.

2.7.3.2 Activity 2.2: Compose Services

Based on the simulation environment design and the selected services the actual composition (integration) of all parts happens.

Example Workflow:

1) User initiates instantiation of simulation environment in MSaaS Portal. The user is able to see the current structure and topology of the simulation environment, and can add additional services as required. Behind the scenes (i.e., invisible to the user) the simulation environment is composed automatically. This includes all necessary middleware and infrastructure based on the selected services and the simulation environment design.

2) User does verification and validation of the simulation environment. An example is to verify that the ORBAT information was correctly transferred from the original PowerPoint slides into the ORBAT service.

2.7.4 Execute Services

In this example the assumption is that the simulation environment design and service composition are finalized and available in the MSaaS Portal.
2.7.4.1 Activity 3.1: Deploy and Execute a Composition of Services

Shortly before the actual start of the event, the service composition is deployed to an appropriate computing infrastructure and all services are executed. As a result, the simulation environment is up and running, ready to support the user’s event.

Example Workflow:

1) User logs in to MSaaS Portal, selects the event and starts the composition. The MSaaS Portal automatically provisions the required infrastructure.
2) Through the MSaaS Portal the user can monitor and control the simulation event. The user may start/stop/pause/etc. the simulation at any time.
3) The simulation execution is supervised and monitored by the MSaaS infrastructure and middleware. Through the MSaaS Portal the user can monitor the health of the simulation environment. Specific events (like unavailability of a service) will trigger a notification to the user (e.g., via email).

2.7.4.2 Activity 3.2: Collect and Analyze Data

During the actual simulation execution raw data is collected, aggregated and made available to the user for analysis purposes. This can be done by inclusion of a data-analysis service.

Example Workflow:

1) The user logs in to the MSaaS Portal and has access to all data collected during simulation execution.
2) The user starts an After Action Review service that allows him to playback the simulation execution and to give an outbrief to the training audience.

2.7.4.3 Activity 3.3: Save Simulation Environment for Reuse

After the actual event (e.g., exercise) the user saves artifacts for reuse in future events and identifies observations and recommendations for future events.

Example Workflow:

1) The user logs in to the MSaaS Portal and can archive simulation results.
2) The user can archive specific service compositions or the entire simulation environment for reuse.
3) User provides feedback via the MSaaS Portal on various aspects of the user experience (validate if simulation environment (= composition of services) met requirements, observations, shortfalls, errors, etc.)

2.8 IMPROVEMENTS, BENEFITS, RISKS AND CHALLENGES

Implementing the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service will result in various benefits and improvements for the different stakeholders. However, stakeholders that will implement the proposed concept into their organizations will also face risks and some major challenges. This section summarizes these improvements, benefits, and risks. More information may be found in Ref. [1], Chapter 2, Section 2.6.
2.8.1 Improvements and Benefits

MSaaS has the capability to deliver various benefits to all different stakeholders that interact within the framework. In this section the possible improvements and benefits to the stakeholders are described.

MSaaS will:

1) Increase operational effectiveness; and
2) Increase efficiency.

2.8.1.1 Increase Operational Effectiveness

- **Streamlined processes**: Compared to traditional systems, MSaaS will streamline the processes and organize deployment of M&S capabilities more efficiently. While improved deployment is achieved through use of virtualization and cloud technologies, streamlined processes are anticipated as a result of closer cooperation between NATO and nations with regards to sharing of M&S resources.

- **Greater accessibility of M&S services from remote locations**: The MSaaS concept provides the user with opportunities to access M&S services that are not physically owned or located in the area of operations. In this way, the concept can increase the availability of services on remote locations.

- **Increased efficiency and productivity in training**: Due to the increased access to a larger variety of M&S services, it will be possible to create and use more complex and complete simulation services. This will contribute to an increase in the efficiency and productivity of simulated training sessions.

- **Improved quality**: The MSaaS Portal creates transparency about existing services and thus supports selecting the best possible service for a specific user requirement. In addition, reusing services and avoiding duplication of efforts will lead to higher-quality services.

2.8.1.2 Increase Efficiency

- **Reduced manpower requirements**: As a result of the automated processes (driven by cloud-based technologies and current deployment techniques), the personnel requirements on the end of the service consumer can be significantly lowered compared to the current situation. Since more services are available and spread around in a community of interest, more services can be accessed than before, some of these services are developed for e.g., the EXCON organization to be more efficient and support them to produce HICON/LOCON products.

- **Reduced reliance on SMEs and available expertise**: In the MSaaS concept, a lot of the required knowledge and expertise required to deploy simulations nowadays will be provided as a service. Therefore, reliance on SMEs can be significantly reduced.

- **Increased reuse opportunities**: MSaaS is about sharing the available M&S resources with the MSaaS community. By pooling these resources and providing them as a service to other stakeholders within the framework, the opportunities for reuse will be increased.

- **Reduced duplication of effort**: The MSaaS concept can reduce the duplication of effort by reusing common and consistent products and datasets as a result of pooling M&S products and data resources. Computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers concurrently. Different physical and virtual resources are dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand.

- **Reduced cost of ownership**: While the MSaaS concept removes the necessity for actual physical ownership of an M&S service, the cost of ownership will most likely be reduced.
• **Single point of access to M&S services:** The MSaaS framework provides a single point of access (e.g., through the MSaaS Portal) for the users. Each user is required to login into the MSaaS framework only once (single sign-on) and may access all resources permitted by his role.

• **Provisioning of M&S resources during runtime:** When running a federation of services, the system should allow to use new services or discard old ones, during runtime, without any disruption nor downtime in the system.

• **Leverage benefits of cloud computing:** MSaaS allows leveraging benefits of cloud computing, like scalability, resilience, etc.

### 2.8.2 Risks

The following general (i.e., not defence-specific) risks associated with service-based M&S approaches have been identified:

- Managing security, privacy, accountability, risk and trust become more complex in a distributed, heterogeneous environment with multiple service owners.
- Advanced aspects of composability of M&S services are still an open area of research (e.g., service discovery, service binding).
- Availability of sufficient network connections (in terms of bandwidth, latency, etc.)
- Dependency on network connections makes M&S applications vulnerable to network effects out of the control of an M&S user.
- Adapting existing M&S applications with a service interface or for hosting in the cloud may be complex and/or costly. Not everything fits in the cloud, especially if it hadn’t been designed for the cloud.
- Non-localized control over consumed services creates a dependency and reliance on a service provider to fulfil their service level agreements and removes the possibility of manually modifying the service should the provider not do so.
- If a composed MSaaS service is validated for some use, updates to individual services may require re-validation. Mitigating this requires well defined service management and governance to allow service users to continue using validated services while newer updates go through the validation process.

In addition to these general risks, there are also several (perceived) defence-specific risks:

- Poor performance of network infrastructure available to military users, especially those deployed, may make access to and use of M&S services difficult or impossible.
- Dependency on remote infrastructure and services increases vulnerability in front-line / combat situations and makes local fallback options and backup systems necessary, thus cancelling out the major advantages of MSaaS for these situations.
- Adaptation of existing software is needed (e.g., replace internal weapon effects calculation of a simulation system with an interface to a service providing the same functionality). This may prove difficult or impossible in the case of COTS products. Note that it may be possible for some legacy/COTS products to act as an MSaaS by encapsulating it in a wrapper.
- In current distributed M&S applications, often significant tailoring of gateways etc. is required before use.
- Validation of specific services may be more difficult when they are more remote and internal operation is shielded to a large degree.
• Unwillingness of nations/companies to share resources.
• Unwillingness of companies to move to a pay-per-use model.
• Commercial constraints (e.g., procurement agencies don’t like pay-per-use model due to acquisition process constraints and limitations).
• Vendor (cloud provider) lock-in.

2.9 CURRENTLY EXCLUDED

The following aspects are considered to be currently out of scope of the MSaaS concept:
• Internal design of services, development methodology, development tools, etc.
Chapter 3 – IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY, OPEN TOPICS AND PROPOSED ROADMAP

3.1 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

An incremental development and implementation strategy is proposed for the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service. The incremental approach facilitates a smooth transition in the adoption of an Allied Framework for M&S as a Service and describes a route that will incrementally build an Allied Framework for M&S as a Service.

The proposed strategy also provides a method to control the rate of expansion of the new framework permitting the iterative development and training of processes and procedures. Finally, it permits those nations that have been early adopters of an Allied Framework for M&S as a Service and have national capabilities to accrue additional benefits from their investments and highlight the benefits as well as providing lessons learned and advice to those nations considering similar investments.

As illustrated in Figure 3-1, the MSaaS implementation strategy is broken down into three phases: “Initial Concept Development”; “Specification and Validation”; and “Implementation.”

Figure 3-1: MSaaS Implementation Strategy.

1) Phase 1: Initial Concept Development
   The Initial Concept Development (2015 until end of 2017) is executed by NMSG-136 and consists of concept development and initial experimentation. For this period an MSaaS Portal will be provided by individual members of MSG-136 for trial use.

2) Phase 2: Specification and Validation:
   From 2018 – 2021 the initial concepts are extended by NMSG-164 (i.e., specification of issues and challenges not yet addressed) and validated through regular exercise participation and dedicated evaluation events. This phase includes transformation of governance policies into STANAGs or STANRECs, and moving from prototype implementation to operationally usable and mature systems.
   By 2020 Initial Operational Capability (IOC) is established, being defined as an MSaaS solution that is available to an initial set of users. Specifically, IOC will be demonstrated 2020 as part of Trident Jupiter 2020 and 2021 as part of Viking 21.
3) Phase 3: Implementation

By 2025 Full Operational Capability (FOC) is achieved which includes adaptation of many existing simulation related services to the MSaaS Reference Architecture. This is achieved primarily by adding services to the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service.

FOC requires that a permanent MSaaS solution (infrastructure, organization, etc.) is established and that it is available to all interested users.

3.2 OPEN (RESEARCH) TOPICS

The following topics have not yet been addressed and need to be addressed in Phases 2 and 3:

- MSaaS-specific cyber security issues;
- Integration of MSaaS and C2 systems;
- Investigation of MSaaS impacts to Doctrine and Policy;
- Graphical preview of services, i.e., visualization of services as part of the Service Specification to help users understand what a service does (or does not);
- Interface specifications, data format specifications, etc.;
- Integration of national/international registries/repositories and supporting metadata standards;
- Intelligent discovery services, i.e., Amazon/Google-like functionality (“recent studies used this model”);
- Cloud Security: Cross Domain Security in the Cloud, encrypted containers, export control;
- Service oriented architectures/frameworks;
- Semi-automated simulation composition: composition aide, MSaaS design patterns;
- Semi-automated simulation deployment definition;
- Discovery and Composition linked to Event Objectives/Requirements;
- Elasticity: supporting frameworks, load balancing, scalability to millions of entities;
- MSaaS service development: i.e., Information Warfare simulation service, behaviour modelling service, etc.;
- Automated V&V; and
- Procurement approaches.

3.3 ROADMAP

Figure 3-2 shows a roadmap how the topics identified above may be addressed. The capability drivers (top lane) show the potential exploitation path towards realizing the MSaaS vision. The bottom lanes show the required Science and Technology (S&T) activities.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY, OPEN TOPICS AND PROPOSED ROADMAP

Figure 3-2: MSaaS Roadmap.
Chapter 4 – NON-TECHNICAL ASPECTS

Non-technical aspects (like legal issues, contract/procurement issues, policy issues, etc.) are important for maturing MSaaS. Initial discussion of non-technical aspects is provided in Chapter 5, with a more detailed analysis of the non-technical aspects to be executed in Phases 2 and 3.
Chapter 5 – ANALYSIS OF THE ALLIED FRAMEWORK FOR MSaaS

This chapter provides an analysis of the proposed Allied Framework for M&S as a Service.

5.1 DOTLMPFI IMPLICATIONS OF MSaaS

In the NATO context a capability can be defined as “the ability to execute a specified course of action or achieve a certain effect” and when a new capability is introduced several aspects should be taken into account, adopting the so called “comprehensive approach”. Existing components may need changes or new components may need to be developed. The components that have to be considered are: Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, Facilities, and Interoperability (DOTMLPFI).

In the following, the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service as defined by this OCD is analyzed using the DOTMLPFI approach.

- **Doctrine:**
  - MSaaS is considered a modernization of existing M&S capability and technology. Although major doctrine changes are not expected, minor revisions or adaptations may be required.

- **Organization and Policy (How to organize NATO and Allied M&S structures):**
  - The need for an Allied Framework for M&S as a Service results from national policies like United Kingdom’s Defence Information and Communications Technology Strategy [7], United States Department of Defense (DoD) Cloud Computing Policy [8], the Italian Ministry of Defence (MoD) NEC001 [9] and NATO policies [10].
  - Establishing the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service requires installation of an MSaaS Governance Authority (as defined by AMSP-02 / STANREC 4794) and accompanying policies (e.g., an ETEE policy mandating the sharing of M&S resources). This body will also govern the RA.
  - Establishment of national and NATO “Simulation Centers” that have oversight of MSaaS activities (cp. Governance Authority from previous bullet point).
  - Adopting the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service will influence procurement as M&S services may be acquired on a pay-per-use or share-principle and ownership is not necessarily transferred. This has impacts on the relationship of provider (e.g., industry) and buying authorities.
  - The changes in procurement (see previous bullet) require development and adoption of appropriate Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
  - Sharing of M&S services between NATO and nations (see also below under “Interoperability”) may require development and adoption of appropriate Memorandums Of Understanding (MOUs).

- **Training (How to prepare NATO and national MSaaS specialists):**
  - Training is required to prepare users (e.g., Exercise Control (EXCON) and Simulation Control (SIMCON) staff) to fully utilize the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service (e.g., to discover simulation services, to compose and execute services, etc.).
  - MSaaS will require new skills (e.g., regarding cloud computing, virtualization, service-oriented architectures, and emerging M&S-related technology, etc.) and appropriate education and training.
• MSaaS should enable and transform training in NATO, improving quality and quantity (see Ref. [3]).

• Leadership (Chain of Command and Control and relationships in NATO and nations according to MSaaS):
  • To realize the full potential of MSaaS an enterprise approach is required where senior leaders approve the MSaaS concept and support the transformation activities.

• Materiel (All the hardware, software, equipment and systems related to MSaaS necessary to NATO and nations to manage, to support and to develop M&S Services):
  • The MSaaS concept requires establishment of a cloud infrastructure and appropriate infrastructure (e.g., network connections).
  • Full adoption of MSaaS requires gradual transformation of existing M&S applications, data, etc. to comply with the MSaaS concept.

• Personnel (Availability of qualified people according to MSaaS needs):
  • It is expected that the amount of resources required for preparing and conducting exercises and experimentations are reduced (less personnel to run EXCON/SIMCON, less administration efforts due to automation, etc.).
  • It will likely be required to educate or re-skill personnel to ensure the required amount of Suitably Qualified and Experienced Personnel (SQEP).

• Facilities (Data Centers, Training facilities and Battle Labs available to provide and to consume MSaaS services):
  • Cloud infrastructure and appropriate data centers are required.
  • Training facilities (e.g., simulator centers, classrooms) need to be equipped with appropriate infrastructure and need to be connected to simulation networks.

• Interoperability (How to provide interoperable and accessible MSaaS services in NATO and nations):
  • The MSaaS concept promotes an open systems approach and strongly favors the adoption of open standards (for data formats, protocols, etc.). If required, existing proprietary solutions need to be replaced by open standards.
  • To enable the MSaaS concept, sharing of M&S resources needs to be mandated.
  • Exchange of classified information (either, single-level or multi-level security) may require adaptation of security policies and alignment between NATO and nations.

5.2 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

In order to achieve the full benefits of MSaaS, an ecosystem needs to be established that enables national government and supplier organizations to interact within the MSaaS paradigm. Interoperability of national MSaaS approaches with NATO and allies is essential to realize the full cost and operational benefits achieved through re-use and sharing of simulation resources.

Suitable upfront investment will be required from NATO and nations to operationalize the MSaaS capability (i.e., provision of cloud computing infrastructure, development of MSaaS Portal, provision of facilities and staff to provide coherence and delivery of services). The upfront costs mean that MSaaS would probably not be a cost effective solution if just applied to one particular acquisition project, as it needs to scale across
multiple (preferably all) NATO and national M&S applications. It is thought that scaling across particular M&S communities (i.e., Training, Test and Evaluation, Experimentation) would also be sufficient to provide cost efficiencies. Further studies are required to understand the level of scale of implementation required in order to achieve the benefits required, and how incremental development of MSaaS capabilities can deliver incremental cost and operational benefits so that a “big bang” approach doesn’t have to be taken. This will help to provide justification for the MSaaS approach to decision makers and for specific business cases.

Many of the major barriers to fully realizing the benefits of MSaaS are not technical; instead they are related to cultures and behaviors within the ecosystem. While these aren’t specifically related to the MSaaS reference architecture, they do represent risks to successful implementation. Key aspects include:

- **Suitably Qualified and Experienced Personnel (SQEP):** Users of MSaaS capabilities will need to be able to access and utilize the MSaaS Portal and supporting tools. The concept of MSaaS is to ensure a low barrier to entry and provide tools which reduce the training and operational burden.

- **Portfolio Management and Coherence:** Stovepiped budgets continue to act as a barrier to defence organizations investing in reusability. Coherence through NATO and national simulation strategy and policy is essential for ensuring MSaaS is promulgated within simulation projects across defence.

- **Trends in M&S Consumption and Business Models:** The way that Defence acquires M&S may need to evolve to fully deliver cost efficiencies that enable both supplier and demander to sustain a sufficient capability. Models such as “Pay per Use” or “Gainshare” for provision of both hardware and software services need to be assessed vs the traditional licensing model.

- **Establishing the MSaaS marketplace:** The MSaaS registry of services will need to be seeded over time. Communicating the market place and MSaaS approach to suppliers and demanders so they can suitably inform technology development roadmaps to deliver in line with MSaaS will be key to maximizing the effect.

Initial efforts have been started to execute more detailed and robust cost-benefit evaluations of MSaaS. At the time this document was prepared, results have not yet been available. It is strongly recommended that the follow-on activity (MSG-164, see Chapter 3, Section 3.1) continues the MSaaS cost-benefit analysis.
Chapter 6 – SERVICE TAXONOMY

This chapter presents a service taxonomy that categorizes the different types of services that comprise the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service (see Table 6-1).

A detailed description of individual services (Architecture Building Blocks) is available in MSaaS Volume 1: Technical Reference Architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Architecture Building Blocks</th>
<th>Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57. Operational Systems Layer</td>
<td>• Communication Services</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Infrastructure Services</td>
<td>• Capability to host systems/services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitoring, metering and provisioning of infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58. Service Components Layer</td>
<td>• Business Support Services</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SOA Platform Services</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59. Services Layer</td>
<td>• M&amp;S Specific Services</td>
<td>• Model and simulate COI capabilities (e.g., Weapon Effects Service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• M&amp;S Composition Services</td>
<td>• Standards and tools for capturing composition-related information, e.g., FEAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• M&amp;S Orchestration Services</td>
<td>• Orchestration services coordinate joint execution of other services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Google Kubernetes, Docker Swarm, Apache Mesos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• M&amp;S Simulation Control Services</td>
<td>• Control simulation execution (e.g., start, stop, pause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Collect simulation results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60. Business Process Layer</td>
<td>• M&amp;S Battlespace Simulation Services</td>
<td>• Create, read, update and delete scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61. Consumer Layer</td>
<td>• M&amp;S User Applications</td>
<td>• User-facing applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ETEE Applications</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62. Integration Layer</td>
<td>• M&amp;S Message-Oriented Middleware Services</td>
<td>• Capabilities for an exchange of messages between producing and consuming simulation services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• HLA, DIS, DDS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• M&amp;S Mediation Services</td>
<td>• Simulation gateways (e.g., DIS-to-HLA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• C2Sim gateways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Architecture Building Blocks</td>
<td>Example(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 63. Quality of Service Layer     | • M&S Platform SMC Services                   | • Capabilities to manage and control other services  
|                                  |                                               | • Monitoring, Metering, Logging  
|                                  | • M&S Platform CIS Security Services          | • Capability to implement and enforce CIS security policies  
|                                  |                                               | • Identity and Access Management?  
| 64. Information Layer            | • M&S Metadata Repository Services            | • Capability to store, retrieve metadata  
|                                  |                                               | • NATO SRL  
|                                  | • M&S Information Discovery Services          | • Capability to discover and retrieve information products  
|                                  | • M&S Model Repository Services               | • Capability to store, retrieve and manage simulation service components  
|                                  | • M&S Information Registry Services           | • Capability to store, retrieve and manage references to authoritative information required for execution of simulation models |
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Annex A – EXAMPLES OF OPERATIONAL USE CASES

This annex provides examples of operational use cases and illustrates which organizations and stakeholders may be involved. This annex is provided for information only and is neither complete nor does it seek to define responsibilities.

A.1 COLLECTIVE TRAINING: COLLECTION OF INTEL INFORMATION

The training audience requires Intelligence (INTEL) information about a specific area of interest (e.g., troops, movements). The information is provided from different sources. The training audience uses the information in their decision making process (see Table A-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Required MSaaS Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NCIA</td>
<td>JWC, JFTC</td>
<td>NCIA (“NATO Cloud”)</td>
<td>Industry, etc.</td>
<td>Joint Simulation, INTEL Report Service, UAV Full Motion Video STANAG compliant, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.2 TRAINING ON TEAM LEVEL: FORWARD AIR CONTROLLER (FAC)

The training audience (national FAC and pilot) requires a consistent synthetic natural environment. Tactical communication between FAC and pilot is required (see Table A-2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Required Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Procurement Agency</td>
<td>Fighter Simulator, FAC Simulator (e.g., Dome)</td>
<td>National MSaaS Cloud Provider</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Synthetic Environment Service, 3d Models, Air Asset, Weapon Effects Service, Communication Effects Service, Tactical Communication Service, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.3 TRAINING ON INDIVIDUAL LEVEL: CULTURAL AWARENESS

The training audience (individual soldier) has to be trained in Cultural Awareness. The trainee shall be able to do the training from everywhere using his own mobile device or PC (see Table A-3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Required Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Procurement Agency</td>
<td>National soldiers (Private up to LTC), using his own laptop, tablet, or mobile phone. Commanding Officer</td>
<td>National MSaaS Cloud Provider, NATO MSaaS Cloud Provider</td>
<td>E-learning provider of armed forces</td>
<td>Cultural Awareness Training Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX A – EXAMPLES OF OPERATIONAL USE CASES

An example workflow how this use case may be supported by the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service is presented in Annex B.

A.4 SUPPORT TO OPERATIONS

This use case encompasses activities conducted to ensure that NATO and Nations decision makers and operational commanders have access to capabilities required to decide on, initiate, sustain, and successfully conclude operations [2] (see Table A-4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Required Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Staff, OR/M&amp;S Officer, Reachback</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Defence</td>
<td>Synthetic Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Procurement Agency</td>
<td>Cell/Unit</td>
<td>MSaaS Cloud</td>
<td>S&amp;T</td>
<td>Service, Force Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provider</td>
<td>Organization, Industry</td>
<td>Service, Route Planning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.5 CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT

This use case addresses the preparation for the future to foster continuous improvement of military capabilities in order to enhance the interoperability and effectiveness of NATO and nations [2] (see Table A-5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Required Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MoD, DoD, DnD</td>
<td>Force/ Combat/ Capability Developers, Battle Labs, R&amp;T organizations, etc.</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Defence S&amp;T Organization, Industry</td>
<td>Scenario Development Services, Force Structure Service, CGF service, Generic Adaptable Behavior Model (e.g. to model fictitious vehicles), Data Farming Services (incl. Execution Control Services), Analysis Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MSaaS Cloud</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.6 MISSION REHEARSAL

This use case pertains to the preparation and rehearsal for a planned mission or course of action to reduce risk and surprise and to improve the knowledge and awareness of situations [2] (see Table A-6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Required Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MSaaS Cloud</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.7 PROCUREMENT/ACQUISITION

This use case pertains to the support of total lifecycle management of assets and systems including design risk reduction, test and evaluation. It facilitates appropriate allocation of resources and optimal management for the NATO and Nations defence procurement to ensure the best value for money and to fulfill its missions [2] (see Table A-7).

Table A-7: Procurement/Acquisition Use Case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Required Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Procurement Agency</td>
<td>Testing center or proving ground that supports a procurement officer or program / project manager.</td>
<td>National MSaaS Cloud Provider</td>
<td>Defence S&amp;T Organization, Industry</td>
<td>Generic/Historical Data Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex B – EXAMPLE WORKFLOW FOR USE CASE “TRAINING ON INDIVIDUAL LEVEL: CULTURAL AWARENESS”

This annex presents an example workflow how the use case “Training on individual level: Cultural Awareness” (see Annex A, Section A.3) may be supported by the Allied Framework for M&S as a Service:

• Commanding Officer identifies need for Cultural Awareness training of his soldiers.
• Commanding Officer defines training requirements and schedules.
• Commanding Officer logs in into MSaaS Portal of his national MSaaS provider and searches for available “Cultural Awareness Training Services”:
  • MSaaS Portal shows 5 available services of different quality (3 services in national MSaaS cloud, 2 services in NATO MSaaS cloud). The available services may include serious games, slides, interactive tutorials, etc.
  • Commanding Officer selects 2 services that satisfy his training requirements:
    • 1 service is cost-free; and
    • 1 service has to be paid per hour; the national procurement agency has a contract in place that allows using this service.
• Commanding Officer creates new Exercise (name “Second Wave”).
• Commanding Officer defines and documents training objectives in MSaaS Portal (e.g., 2 hours per trainee, 80% of tasks have to be executed successfully by trainees).
• Commanding Officer configures selected training services (scenarios, tasks, etc.).
• Commanding Officer structures exercise (introductory video, interactive training, etc.).
• Commanding Officer assigns individual trainees to the exercise.
• Trainees are automatically informed (e.g., via email) that a new exercise has been created and that they have to complete it until end of next month.
• Trainee signs in into MSaaS Portal and clicks on “Start Exercise Second Wave”:
  • Trainee may use any device (PC in classroom, laptop at home, tablet, etc.).
  • Trainee completes training with 91% success rate.
• Commanding Officer sees status of all trainees (e.g., exercise started, exercise in progress, exercise completed) and individual evaluation reports.
• Exercise results are added to the individual trainee’s personnel file.
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